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Senator Moore, Senator Suzio, Representative Urban, Representative Zupkus, and esteemed members 
of the Committee on Children: 
 
My name is Dr. Lauren Ruth, and I am submitting testimony today on behalf of Connecticut Voices 
for Children, a research-based child advocacy organization working to ensure that all Connecticut 
children have an equitable opportunity to achieve their full potential. Thank you for the opportunity 
to comment regarding H.B. 5331: An Act Concerning the Children’s Report Card. 
 
The Children’s Report Card is an important tool to help both citizens and policymakers understand 
the needs of children in Connecticut and create targeted policy interventions to improve children’s 
outcomes. Connecticut Voices for Children is proud to sit on the Children’s Report Card leadership 
committee, and we are committed to continuing to expand the depth and breadth of the Report 
Card so that it can better inform decisions on pressing issues such as educational adequacy and the 
safety and wellbeing of children growing up in the child welfare system. 
 
With that in mind, we’d like to express our concern about line 19 of LCO 1436, which removes 
geography from the list of statutorily mandated disaggregation variables. Connecticut is a state with 
strong municipal control, drastic differences in municipal policies, numerous differences in the 
cultures represented within municipalities, and gaping disparities in municipal resources. Zoning 
laws within each municipality define who can afford to live within that municipality, and the 
resources of the people living within a municipality combined with the tax codes of that municipality 
define the capacity of each community to serve its children and families.1   
 
Further, geography is a crucial unit of disaggregation because it helps to illustrate the impact of 
compounded influences (such as socioeconomic status, racial segregation, proximity to schools and 
health centers, etc.) on children and families. For this reason, UConn researchers Don Levy, 
Orlando Rodriguez, and Wayne Villemez coined the term “the Five Connecticuts” to describe how 
outcomes differ by a combination of socioeconomic status and municipal size.2 In a piece I wrote 
examining a number of indicators of opportunity for children, I found that the concept of the “Five 
Connecticuts” didn’t begin to cover the disparities apparent in children’s opportunity; in the end, my 
colleagues and I mapped the opportunity indicators by town and created a mathematical model to 
describe the compounded nature of these indicators.3 We chose to do this because we found that so 
many demographic factors mattered for understanding children’s outcomes across Connecticut. The 
socioeconomic status, residential segregation, and population density of where a child grew up were 
all uniquely tied to that child’s opportunities, and these variables further interacted with policies 
enacted within that community. Each of these factors helps to explain why the outcomes for 
children growing up in rural Eastern seaboard Connecticut are often so different from those for 



children growing up in rural Northwestern Connecticut. State averages mask this complex 
relationship. Even when we disaggregate data by child race, gender, and age, as required by the 
language in this bill, we miss a significant factor in the story about how children fare across the state. 
 
We acknowledge the challenge in disaggregating data for 169 towns; so many units increase the 
complexity of data, and data for some towns may need to be suppressed to protect the identity of 
children. However, new data visualization tools such as Tableau and GIS make presenting this 
complex data more accessible for viewers and less unwieldy for researchers. We ask that you 
consider whether using a mapping tool could enable the Children’s Report Card to report on 
geographic data, or whether the Report Card Committee can link a spreadsheet of geographic data 
to its website for interested citizens.  
 
Thank you for this opportunity to provide testimony regarding H.B. 5331. We support this bill but 
ask that you change the language so that disaggregation by geography continues to be a statutory 
mandate. I’m happy to answer questions, and I can be reached at lruth@ctvoices.org or (203)498-
4240 x 112.    

1 Noonan, Ray. (2017). “Equal Funding for Equal Effort: A Proposal to Reform Property Tax Funding for Local 
Education in Connecticut.” Connecticut Voices for Children. Retrieved from: http://www.ctvoices.org/publications/equal-
funding-equal-effort-proposal-reform-property-tax-funding-local-education-connect. 
2 Levy, Don, Orlando Rodriguez, and Wayne Villemez. (2004). “The Changing Demographics of Connecticut – 1990 to 
2000. Part 2: The Five Connecticuts.” Storrs, Connecticut: University of Connecticut, Center for Population Research, 
CPR Series, no. OP 2004-01. Retrieved from: 
http://www.ctdatahaven.org/sites/ctdatahaven/files/UConnCPR%20Changing%20Demographics-
5%20CTs%202004.pdf. 
3 Ruth, Lauren, Alexandra Ricks, Rachel Leventhal-Weiner, and Daniel Long. (2017). “Connecticut Youth Opportunity 
Atlas.” Connecticut Voices for Children. Retrieved from: http://www.ctvoices.org/YouthAtlas. 
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